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PERSONAL 

Name: Linda Perkio 
Date of Birth 23 June 1992 
Profession Actuary 
Nationality: Swedish 
Professional Qualification Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 

 

EMPLOYMENT 

2022 to date: Pensions Actuary at Actuaries for Lawyers 
 
Actuaries for Lawyers provide pension and actuarial services to solicitors, 
barristers and individual clients. It provides expert reports for legal practitioners 
and courts throughout the UK on actuarial matters relevant to the legal 
profession. “Actuaries for Lawyers” is typically consulted on over 1,000 
matrimonial cases each year. 
 
Actuaries for Lawyers is dedicated to providing information that is unbiased and 
understandable to the legal profession and its clients.  The company runs 
pensions seminars for legal professionals and financial advisers throughout the 
country and these are well attended and very well received.  
 
Since joining Actuaries for Lawyers in January 2022, Linda has received training 
on the issues specific to legal cases and has applied her actuarial skills and years 
of experience as a pension consultant to deliver advice as a pension expert. 
 

2015 to 2021 Actuarial Consultant at Aon 
 
Linda trained as a pensions actuary with Aon, advising trustees and sponsors of 
private sector defined benefit pension schemes. She has experience of working 
with a wide variety of schemes, ranging in size from a few million pounds with 
tens of members to several billion pounds and tens of thousands of members, 
with various different benefit features and scheme structures. Examples include 
defined benefit schemes, defined contribution and hybrid cash balance schemes, 
industry wide pension schemes and unfunded top-up schemes. 
 
The work included valuations and projections of scheme benefits both for 
individual members and wider schemes as part of individual member queries, 
pension scheme funding, member options exercises and reviews of scheme 
factors or changes to scheme benefits. Linda has prepared, reviewed and signed 
off these calculations and prepared and presented reports and recommendations 
to clients.  
 
Linda has also delivered training sessions both internally and to external clients 
on topics including quality control processes, GMP equalisation, UK pension 
schemes and funding regime, and pension scheme accounting. 
 
During her time at Aon, Linda was a member of Aon’s Risk Settlement Group, 
specialising on pension scheme buy-in and buy-out transactions. Her work 
involved collecting and reviewing detailed membership data, contributing to 
detailed benefit specifications, modelling benefits and liaising with insurers and 
other advisers such as lawyers and administrators to resolve queries. This work 
required specific attention to detail. 

 

  



EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL 

2015: MEng (Hons) Engineering Science (University of Oxford), First Class 
 

2015: CFA UK Level 4 Certificate in Investment Management (IMC) 
 

2019: Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
 

 


